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Warehouse  
Solutions
Yale® - The Warehouse Specialists.



Yale® Asia Pacific offers one of the most 
comprehensive ranges of electric and  
engine powered materials handling 
equipment available in the market. 

About Yale® 

These include forklifts from 1.5t capacity up to 16t, feature from electric-

powered warehouse equipment such as turret trucks, reach trucks, order 

pickers and pallet trucks. From our very latest man-up and man-down  

turret trucks, to our walkie and rider pallet trucks, Yale designs for the  

high-cycle, multi-shift demands of today’s busy warehouse. 

Throughout Asia-Pacific, 15 dealerships in 11 countries provide new 

equipment sales plus knowledgeable and skilled on-the-ground support  

for all Yale products. From routine scheduled servicing and on-demand call 

outs to spare parts, rebuilds, refurbishments and rentals, our dealers  

have the experience and expertise, backed by factory training and Yale’s  

global technical support, to meet every customers needs.

After all, as warehousing specialists, we understand that you rely on your 

equipment to get the job done in the fastest and most economical way 

possible. This is just one way Yale lift trucks offers dependability, productivity, 

comfort for operators and outstanding value for customers and why  

every one of our lift trucks represents a genuine solution to today’s  

materials handling needs.
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As one of the oldest lift truck companies  
in the world, Yale has a 140-year history in 
solving our customers problems.

In that period of time, we have learnt a lot about our customers and the 

industries they work in. At Yale, we offer a comprehensive range of comfortable, 

smooth, high performance lift trucks catering to all your warehouse material 

handling requirements. The durability of Yale lift trucks adds up to a lower  

cost of ownership and far less downtime. 

But that is just the beginning.

At Yale, we do everything in our power to keep your business running smoothly.  

After 140 years of running our business, we think we’ve become pretty good at 

helping our customers run theirs. So no matter what business you are in, there  

is a Yale lift truck that is perfect for you.

After 140 years of running 
our business, we think we’ve 
become pretty good at helping 
our customers run theirs.

How Yale®  
is different
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Yale iSi Technology™  
Control System 
A common interface for users, supervisors and service personnel.

Yale iSi Technology™ incorporates a common control system  

with consistent functionality across the warehouse product line. 

The Integrated Smart Interface utilises the same software, 

diagnostic codes and display for the main warehouse trucks 

creating commonality for users, supervisors and service personnel. 

The system offers full customisation to allow a user to properly 

match the trucks’ performance with the skill of the operator.

Yale® Warehouse 
Technology
Yale Warehouse Simulator 

A complete simulation engine modeling your warehouse on the dashboard

• Increase visibility to the flow of your operation

• Identify opportunities for improvements

• Tailor your fleet size for optimal productivity and minimum investment

In Asia-Pacific, 15 dealerships in 11 countries provide  
new equipment sales plus knowledgeable and skilled  
on-the-ground support for all Yale products.

Yale Technical and 
Product Support

From routine scheduled servicing and on-demand call outs to spare parts, rebuilds, refurbishments 

and rentals, our dealers have the experience and expertise, backed by factory training and Yale’s 

global technical support, to meet every customers needs.

Every one of our dealers is fully committed to strong after-sales support and all are backed by our 

highly sophisticated central parts operation. Yale dealers also offer flexible truck servicing solutions 

and can service all major makes of lift trucks, which is ideal for mixed-fleet operations.

To ensure our dealers and customers are never inconvenienced, Yale’s Australian warehouse 

carries more than 100,000 parts in stock, including a range of quality accessories and parts to fit 

other manufacturers’ lift trucks.

From the warehouse, parts are quickly and efficiently dispatched to any dealer within the network 

to reduce downtime, maintain customer productivity and consistently meet the high standard of  

responsiveness our dealers and customers have come to expect from Yale.

Every one of our dealers is fully  
committed to strong after-sales support 
and all are backed by our highly 
sophisticated central parts operation. 
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Studies have shown that electric lift 
trucks cost less to own over their 
lifetime than comparable internal 
combustion engine (ICE) lift trucks. 

How Yale® electric 
lift trucks offer low 
ownership costs
Electric lift trucks have lower fuel costs than ICE lift trucks, have a longer useful life, require less yearly and 

lifetime maintenance, and experience less downtime.

Yale® electric lift trucks by the numbers

• 40 per cent increase in travel speeds when 

compared to earlier DC powered models

• Improved performance – faster acceleration, 

travel speed and lift speed

• Increased productivity – AC power maintains 

performance as battery voltage drops

• Longer battery run time – improved efficiency 

with fewer stops required to recharge

• 40 per cent lower maintenance costs when 

compared to ICE trucks

• Fewer moving parts to fix or replace

• Reduced number of seals, hoses and fluids  

to maintain

• No engine maintenance

• Much lower fuel costs than ICE trucks

• Approximately 30 per cent longer service life 

than ICE trucks

• Less downtime than ICE trucks, meaning 

increased productivity for electric lift trucks

You can trust 
and rely on Yale® 
approved parts
You expect quality in replacement parts to help ensure your Yale® trucks operate at peak productivity.  

To minimise downtime and to keep your overall maintenance costs to an absolute minimum, always  

rely on Yale approved parts. 

Buying parts from your Yale dealer also guarantees the highest levels of local service and support.  

From new work-lights or a replacement for a worn-out seat, Yale’s Australian warehouse carries more  

than 100,000 parts in stock at any time.

From the warehouse, parts are quickly dispatched to any dealer within the network, reducing downtime 

and maintaining customer productivity. Yale parts are also designed to fit a range of other brands, makes 

and models.

Our parts go through rigorous testing, both on and off the truck to ensure they meet our stringent 

specifications. This helps to ensure optimum performance and precise fit with related components  

and assemblies. Using Yale® approved parts will help protect your investment as well as maximise  

the effective life of mating components.
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Pallet Truck  
Range
Yale® pallet trucks for productive horizontal transportation

Whether loading or unloading a trailer or moving loads around a warehouse the Yale range of pallet trucks are 

designed to make the operator's job as easy and comfortable, as possible to maintain warehouse productivity. 

Thanks to the ergonomic design and state of the art technology of the flexible range of MP pedestrian and rider 

pallet trucks, operators enjoy reliability and virtually effortless operation, remaining productive for longer.
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Pallet Stacker  
Range
Yale® pallet stackers for high performance in the smallest areas

From the pedestrian warehouse stacker to the counterbalanced stacker, Yale provides a comprehensive range  

of stacking solutions. Each stacker forklift has been developed to optimise operations in the space required. 

The user’s comfort is a priority and with over 50 different stacking solutions available, Yale will always be able to 

provide the warehouse stackers you need to position all types of loads just where you want them.
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Reach Truck  
Range
Versatile Yale® reach trucks with a wide choice of models

Yale reach trucks provide more versatility, more flexibility and a wider choice of models. These superbly designed 

trucks bring even greater levels of performance within easy reach. Reliability is built into every Yale materials 

handling product through the use of quality industrial standard components. The latest generation AC motors, 

Vehicle Control Manager and state of the art controls contribute to increased levels of productivity and uptime.
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Order Picker  
Range
Yale® order pickers for faster, more accurate order picking

The MO/OS/SS series of electric pickers offer quiet, effortless operation and an abundance of features, all  

focused on ensuring operators can achieve faster, more accurate, order picking no matter the order picker.
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Very Narrow Aisle  
Range
Yale® very narrow aisle trucks delivering low cost of ownership

The ideal solution for high density warehouses, Yale very narrow aisle trucks can work in aisles from 1650mm. 

These narrow aisle trucks allow you to incorporate more racking into your warehouse. More racking means more 

pick locations, allowing a greater number of SKU’s (stock keeping units) to be stored within your warehouse.
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Electric  
Counterbalanced  
Range
Yale® 3 wheel and 4 wheel ergonomically advanced trucks

Versatile, highly manoeuvrable front wheel drive electric forklift trucks, are fully loaded with productivity 

enhancing features making them ideal for a wide variety of demanding applications.
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No matter how big or small your warehouse,
there is a Yale® lift truck model to fit your needs


